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Michelle Devlin (she/they) is an artist and designer, born on the island of Guam and currently 

working in New York on a Letterform Archive Postgraduate Certificate. After receiving their BFA in 

Graphic Design, specialising in History, Social Sciences and Philosophy from RISD in 2018, they will 

begin a Master of Research degree at the Royal College of Art in London, Fall 2021. Devlin is the 

Creative Director @AsianAndLGBTQ, an organisation that features histories, research and support 

topics for the queer Pacific Islander/Asian community. In addition, Devlin works as a Design Research 

Apprentice @firebrand.house. Currently, she is learning Korean, developing her skills with Robofont 

and Glyphs and highly proficient with Adobe CC Photoshop, Illustrator and InDesign. 

… 

Any written language, may it be alphabetic or pictographic, appropriates the truth that exists 

at the time of its creation so that any successive reader is coerced into it. But what you understand 

as truth in the present day is almost certainly the result of historic mistakes, lexiconic laziness and 

other such anti-systematic human  error. Writers have always changed letters around and altered 

their respective shapes; take a look at any 16th Century text and you will find that most of it is 

illegible - even if it is written in your own native tongue - but for what end? Has it simply been the 

spontaneous self-indulgence of the literate individual? When is anything deemed to be semiotically 

redundant, or obsolete? Yet, the over arching question that comes from speaking with Michelle 

Devlin is as follows - would it be justified to state that it is now a basic responsibility (or indeed, 

necessity) for any budding designer, or more specifically – font designer, to question pre-determined 

sets of graphic signifiers? Not due to the fact that they were concocted by long-dead hands, and are 

essentially authorless, but because current cultural change simply demands critical evaluation. 

This question lurches further into the critical crosshair when one listens to Devlin on 

her/their own practice. Her major concern and current research project is an investigation into the 

socio-cultural development of Hangul – the South Korean writing system  – from its calligraphic 

origins to fonts for the screen and everything in between. In mentorship with Chorong Kim, Senior 

Font Designer at Sandoll Communications, Stencil aims to produce a Hangul typeface inspired by the 

parallels between the script’s history and her own creative situation, in terms of identity and 

political standing, but also of the fine balance between the perceived rejection and/or appropriation 

of what influenced its development. 

Devlin’s profound interest in Hangul stems from its cultural significance as a unique 

communication tool  in its own right, unlike say, study on European text, which has a somewhat 

vague implication given that its visual properties derive from pre-Christian Roman society split into a 

thousand variations, one of which you are now reading. In the coming years, they hope to live in 

Korea and come to understand Hangul’s day-to-day usage at first hand; their long-term goal includes 

creating a new font classification system that accommodates multiple, distinct languages and relies 

less on the typically Euro-centric typeface categories that we all see and use on a daily basis. She 

believes that a quietly globalized subversion of such fonts (and what they have come to represent) is 

fundamental to her future work as a designer.  



In terms of how their work has developed, this subversive element is evident in font designs 

such as Recorder (2020) and bridge (2018). These two experimental examples best encapsulate the 

sense of borrowing in new typography (a technique that has always challenged the static nature of 

established production methods) and is one of the  fulcrums for Devlin’s recent work. bridge is a 

nine-style pixel font that in many ways creates an interesting conflict of connotations; primarily 

between its legibility and the deliberate choices that she has made towards illegibility. Some of the 

words are stretched into linear, semi-abstract forms whilst others are squashed together, giving you 

the impression of a badly formatted file transfer through no real fault of your own. But the fact that 

these letter shapes are deliberate directly opposes the patterns that anyone subconsciously 

recognises in any visual form. An interesting thing then happens, your eye is naturally drawn to what 

looks like an error in an effort to try and fathom what it says. This device allows Devlin the chance to 

promote (or indeed negate) any apparent key word or idea at whim - a form of playful propaganda 

for the visually discerning. 

Recorder, a typeface created for the @AsianAndLGBTQ page, aims to create representative 

harmony by way of potential discord. The capitalised letter set in this case has been taken from the 

headlines of the 1970s, former island-based magazine known as the Guam Recorder, with each style 

evidently repeating three or four times: harsh, rounded, playful, militaristic, simplified, italicised and 

antique. Yet, this is no ransom note. In another subversive twist, Devlin has flipped this 

preconception of the island’s cultural hegemony to signify that it is the various identities on the 

island of Guam that have, in fact, been the ones taken to ransom by Western influence. Recorder is 

one of her more overtly politicised fonts but a strong example of the motivations behind their 

working practice.       

Due to the extensive range of her interests, Devlin is undoubtedly at a pivotal stage of 

artistic development. Their numerous collaborations and creative research projects over recent 

years all indicate this young typographer’s willingness to investigate the historic and contextual 

nuances of new typesets, either as an individual or working within a group. The ambition to create a 

more inclusive, flexible typeface system for future, international use is certainly to be commended in 

our currently fractious, socio-political climate. My only wish would have been for this article to have  

been written in an age of such a typeset; but only time, and Michelle Devlin’s considerable talent, 

will tell.    

  

               

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 


